Multimodality imaging for preprocedural planning of percutaneous mitral valve repair: a comprehensive review
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Abstract

New transcatheter mitral valve (MV) therapies are now available as alternatives to surgical and medical treatments in patients at high or prohibitive operative risk. Multimodality imaging including echocardiography, cardiac magnetic resonance, and cardiac computed tomography provide complementary information to guide patient and device selection. Morphology and functional anatomy of the MV should be carefully evaluated to determine the feasibility of percutaneous treatment; to identify the best therapeutic approach, either leaflet or annulus or combined; and to predict the probability of procedural success that is crucial for subsequent outcome and should be integrated by comprehensive preprocedural assessment of chamber size, biventricular systolic and diastolic function, valvopathy hemodynamic impact and aortic or peripheral vascular disease. The spectrum of transcatheter options is now wide and encompasses leaflet repair, direct or indirect annuloplasty, and cordal implantation. The aim of this review is to provide an overview on the role of multimodality imaging in the patient selection and preprocedural planning of percutaneous mitral valve repair.
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INTRODUCTION

The burden of clinically significant mitral valve disease is noteworthy in the elderly population and therapeutic options were constrained due to patients’ high operative risk so far. Thanks to new transcatheter mitral valve (MV) therapies, alternatives to surgical and medical treatments are now available. Accurate patient selection is crucial for procedural success and is based on careful preprocedural multimodality imaging evaluation. Echocardiography, cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR), and cardiac computed tomography (CT) may provide complementary information to guide patient and device selection. Evaluation of mitral valve anatomy, identification of MV lesion, and quantification of defect severity should be integrated by comprehensive preprocedural assessment of chamber size, biventricular systolic and diastolic function, hemodynamic impact, and aortic or peripheral vascular disease. The aim of this review is to provide an overview on the role of multimodality imaging in the patient selection and preprocedural planning of percutaneous mitral valve repair.

ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY

Echocardiography is pivotal for diagnosis, anatomical and functional characterization, and quantification of mitral regurgitation (MR) severity. Transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) is the first level imaging modality and allows a comprehensive evaluation of valve disease, chamber size, and function. Evaluation of mitral and pulmonary flow pattern as well as pulmonary artery pressure and chamber dimensions are precious indexes of hemodynamic load secondary to the valvopathy. Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) is a second level imaging modality, and it is usually indicated for a deep evaluation of valve anatomy and MR grading. 2D echo allows both morphological and functional evaluation of the MV: the former is based on detection of leaflet abnormalities such as thickness, redundancy, and calcification, as well as identification of annular calcification, and the latter is based on evaluation of systo-diastolic leaflet motion according to Carpentier classification and is fundamental to understand the disease etiology and to guide the therapeutic strategy. 3D echocardiography (3DE) provides an added value in detailing MV morphology and precise localization of pathology through 3D rendering, multiplanar reconstruction (MPR), and 3D color-Doppler. 3D rendering is pivotal for morphological assessment as it provides a more realistic representation of the MV, which can be visualized through several perspectives. Moreover, 3DE is superior to 2D echo in detailing the lesions in terms of scallop disease and commissural involvement and localizing the calcifications and additional findings such as clefts or tissue deficiency. The MPR mode allows the assessment of annular dimensions and its dynamics during the cardiac cycle, mitral valve area (MVA), and characterization of the disease (flail/prolapse detection, localization, and analysis) [Figure 1]. Furthermore, it allows studying specific sites of interest such as the potential grasping zone for transcatheter repair with leaflet approach in terms of measurement of posterior leaflet length, leaflet motion, and calcification/thickness [Figure 2].

The site of origin of the regurgitant jet may be identified by 3D color-Doppler, especially from the left ventricular perspective that directly shows the flow convergence area. Moreover, measurement of 3D vena contracta area is a new method for MR quantification showing higher accuracy compared to 2D color-Doppler, particularly in the presence of multiple or eccentric MR jets. Color-coded 3D parametric maps may be created by either automatic or semiautomatic software, provide indices of MV remodeling, and may localize MV pathology.

Finally, 3D transthoracic echo provides reproducible measurement of LV volumes and function with similar accuracy compared to CMR.

Speckle tracking imaging represents a more sensitive tool to assess LV dysfunction than ejection fraction and may improve the selection of candidates for the procedure. Recently, baseline GLS value < -9% has been
demonstrated to be an independent predictor of LV reverse remodeling and clinical outcomes in patients with secondary MR treated with MitraClip\(^{[7]}\).

Preprocedural evaluation of MR severity should be performed according to EACVI and ASE guidelines for native valve regurgitation\(^{[8,9]}\). Different methods are available such as qualitative (visualization of color-Doppler regurgitant jet area and evaluation of continuous wave Doppler signal), semi-quantitative (vena contracta width, mitral inflow velocity, and pulmonary vein flow pattern), or quantitative (effective regurgitant orifice area (EROA), regurgitant volume (RVol), and regurgitant fraction (RF) by PISA or volumetric method). As a true gold standard for accurate MR grading is not available, a multiparametric approach is the cornerstone for a reliable quantification of MR. Qualitative and quantitative parameters have different strengths and weaknesses that should be balanced to reduce their own limitations: jet area is linearly correlated with the driving pressure and may underestimate eccentric jets; vena contracta width measurement assumes the EROA to be circular; pulsed wave Doppler analysis of mitral and pulmonary flow is highly dependent on intra-chambers pressures and left atrial compliance; and PISA method is affected by time of regurgitation and shape of flow convergence area\(^{[9]}\). The quantitative assessment of

![Figure 1. MPR analysis of 3D dataset to measure mitral valve area. The mitral valve is fully open. The tips of mitral leaflets are identified in the blue and red planes to delineate the orifice, allowing the measurement of the mitral valve area on the axial. MPR : multiplanar reconstruction](image-url)
secondary MR is further affected by the following conditions: the regurgitant orifice is often crescent-shaped, the proximal convergence zone is irregular, jets could be multiple and eccentric, often shows a typical biphasic pattern, and systolic blunting of the pulmonary venous flow pattern may be influenced by the underlying cardiomyopathy.

The analysis of 3D vena contracta area (3D VCA) can overcome the geometric assumptions of 2D PISA method, and it has shown a good correlation with regurgitant volume calculated by CMR [Figure 3]. Moreover, the ability to correctly localize jets makes the 3D-VCA very useful when multiple MR jets are present and the measurement of EROA or VC from a single jet does not reflect the true regurgitant volume [10]. However, the optimal cut-off value of 3D VCA to define severe MR is still debated.

Finally, a careful evaluation of LV volumes, EF, and effective stroke volume is essential. Ventricles of different volumes can have similar EROAs but different RVol and RF. ASE and EACVI guidelines consider different thresholds to discriminate severe MR. An algorithm for quantitative assessment of FMR based on estimation of RF has been proposed to further stratify the patients among those within the grey area (EROA of 20-30 mm$^2$ and a RVol of 30-44 mL), identifying patients with RF > 50% those at high risk [11].

Stress echocardiography may represent an added value in patients presenting with discordant symptoms and rest echocardiography, allowing to evaluate effort tolerance and variation in regurgitant volume during exercise [10]. Experience on stress echo in the setting of percutaneous mitral valve repair is still limited and most evidence derives from studies on patients undergoing MV surgery: an exercise induced systolic pulmonary artery pressure (sPAP) > 60 mmHg, exercise induced right ventricular dysfunction, and a reduced LV contractile reserve (exercise increase in ejection fraction < 4% or increase in global longitudinal
strain < 2%) have been identified as predictors of poor prognosis in degenerative MR\(^1\). In secondary MR, an exercise increase in EROA > 0.13 cm\(^2\) and sPAP > 60 mmHg carry a poor prognosis\(^12\), while MR decrease with exercise because of improvement of walls motion, recruitment of ischemic segments, and ultimately reduction of the tethering forces could identify patients who would benefit from optimal medical therapy and revascularization prior to the correction of mitral disease\(^13\). On this basis, a study on 39 patients treated with MitraClip confirmed that a decrease in MR grade during stress echo was associated with limited clinical benefit from the procedure\(^14\).

**CARDIAC MAGNETIC RESONANCE**

CMR is the gold standard to assess cardiac dimension, function, and tissue characterization. It has acquired an emerging role in the context of MV as a reliable quantitative method to assess MR in discordant cases or when echocardiography is of poor quality. It can provide an effective quantification of MR, also in the contest of multivalvular disease, without limitations of imaging window or body habitus. The measurement of the Rvol requires two different imaging techniques: steady state free precession (SSFP) sequences to calculate left ventricular (LV) stroke volume from the difference between LV diastolic and systolic volumes and phase contrast sequences to measure the LV forward stroke volume\(^15\) [Figure 4]. RVol and RF are calculated as difference between LV total stroke volume and forward flow.

**Figure 3.** MPR reconstruction of the regurgitant jet. The narrowest portion of the jet close to the tip of the leaflets is identified and vena contracta area is measured on the axial plane (yellow). The measurement may be done for each regurgitant jet and the value. MPR: multiplanar reconstruction
The limits of CMR include the duration of the exam, the difficulties in identifying correctly the basal slice of LV in SSFP sequences, and the need to select the correct perpendicular slice to the ascending aorta with the correct velocity encoding setting in phase contrast sequences.

CMR was firstly compared to angiography with good correlation, however existing discordances in the assessment of regurgitation with transthoracic (TT) and transesophageal (TE) 2D/3D echocardiography remain even in presence of severe regurgitation\[15,16\]. In five studies\[17-21\], the agreement between CMR and 2D echocardiography among patients diagnosed with severe regurgitation ranged between 20% and 66%, with echocardiography usually showing more severe regurgitation than CMR. Studies comparing CMR with 3D echocardiography reported improved absolute agreement, but with wide limits of agreement, suggesting that the grading differences remain\[22,23\].

In the upcoming years, the potential advancement of the 4D-flow CMR retrospective valve tracking method, quantifying flow directly at mitral valve, could further improve CMR assessment\[24\].

The thresholds that define severity in CMR might differ from echocardiography since the latter seems to quantify a larger RVol in the same patient\[25\] and the actual recognized cut-offs for CMR are RVol > 55-60 mL and RF > 40%\[17,24,27\].

Limited data are available comparing CMR and echo for detection of leaflet abnormalities.

A fundamental added value of CMR is considered the ability to accurately evaluate cardiac chamber function and dimensions\[9\] and to characterize the extent of scarring and myocardial viability, which
provides further stratification over ventricular volumes\(^\text{[28]}\). In degenerative mitral valve prolapse, it allows easy detection and quantification of the mitral annular disjunction and assessment of LV posterior wall and papillary muscle fibrosis for arrhythmic risk stratification\(^\text{[26,30]}\).

Finally, CMR is useful to assess structural abnormalities of the MV apparatus, such as anomalous insertion of papillary muscle directly into the AML or hypertrophied and apically displaced anterolateral papillary muscle in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy\(^\text{[31]}\).

**COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY**

Cardiac multidetector computed tomography (MDCT) has an excellent spatial resolution and is highly reproducible, being relatively operator-independent. On the other hand, the temporal resolution is inferior compared to echocardiography and MRI, and the quality of the exam is highly dependent on the arrhythmic burden. The technical suggestion for optimal analysis of MV apparatus is the retrospective ECG-gated acquisition of R-R interval from 0% to 90%, in order to have all the datasets available for MPR and correction of arrhythmia-related artifacts. Moreover, to limit the artifacts and increase the temporal resolution, a CT scanner with 64 detector rows is recommended\(^\text{[32]}\). MDCT, thanks to its excellent blood-tissue interface and the high-spatial 3D imaging, provides a comprehensive visualization of cardiac and vascular structures and can give detailed information on mitral annular shape and sizing, valvular calcification, papillary muscles position and dimension, LV shape and dimension, and the relationship of the heart with chest wall. Furthermore, multiplanar and curved planar (CPR) reconstructions allow a comprehensive assessment of the course of coronary arteries and veins with respect to MV apparatus\(^\text{[33]}\).

MDCT is the gold standard for the precise location, extension, and objective quantification of calcifications [Figure 5]. The extent of calcifications into the annulus (MAC), the leaflets, and the subvalvular apparatus, as well as in the myocardium and left ventricle outflow tract, can be easily visualized. Finally, MDCT may play an emerging role in MV valve evaluation to determine MV area\(^\text{[34]}\), leaflet length, prolapse/flail parameters, tethering angles, and quantification of MR\(^\text{[35]}\).

**CHOICE OF TRANSCATHETER MITRAL VALVE REPAIR APPROACH**

Patients with significant mitral regurgitation may present comorbidities or technical challenges that increase surgical risk or contraindicate surgery. These patients, if symptomatic or requiring recurrent hospital admission for heart failure despite optimal guideline-directed medical therapy, represent candidates to percutaneous interventions. However, morphology and functional anatomy of the mitral valve should be
carefully evaluated to determine the feasibility of percutaneous treatment; to identify the best therapeutic approach, either leaflet or annulus or combined; and to predict the probability of procedural success that is crucial for subsequent outcome.

Both primary and secondary MR may be treated with a leaflet approach, while the annular approach is usually reserved for secondary MR. Functional classification helps to understand pathology and further guide therapeutic approach. [Figure 6]: Carpentier Type I, normal leaflet motion and position (annular dilation, leaflet perforation, cleft); Type II, excess leaflet motion (prolapse, flail); Type IIIa, restricted leaflet motion in systole and diastole (rheumatic, fibro-calcification); and Type IIIb, restricted leaflet motion in systole (tethering secondary to ischemic or non-ischemic cardiomyopathy). In absence of specific contraindications, a leaflet approach is suitable for treating Types II and IIIb and suboptimal for Type I, while annular approach is most appropriate for Types I and IIIb if limited leaflet tethering is present.

PREPROCEDURAL PLANNING FOR TRANSCATHETER MITRAL LEAFLET REPAIR

Transcatheter leaflet repair is based on the surgical technique developed by Alfieri. Two devices (MitraClip, Abbott, Illinois, USA; and PASCAL, Edwards Lifescience, California, USA) that allow reproducing the technique into a catheter-based approach are available thus far. The devices are equipped with two arms to grasp and approximate the free edges of anterior and posterior mitral leaflets.

The site origin of the jet represents the target lesion, so a preprocedural evaluation is firstly aimed at evaluating leaflet tissue quality, length, and mobility in the area of potential grasping zone. The analysis of the 3D dataset by MPR represents an added value for this purpose, allowing the evaluation of leaflet
thickness, calcification, mobility, and measurements in the area of interest [Figure 2]. 3D color-Doppler, especially when using the ventricular perspective, is superior to 2D color-Doppler to localize the jet with greatest flow convergence area. Measurement of MVA by MPR analysis of 3D dataset is a fundamental step of preprocedural evaluation to avoid significant stenosis after the procedure.

Nowadays, challenging MV anatomies [Figure 7] may be approached in tertiary care centers that recognize only the following as absolute contraindications: a mitral valve area $< 3 \text{ cm}^2$, calcification in the potential grasping zone [Figure 8A], large cleft extending to the hinge point [Figure 8B], very short PML ($< 7 \text{ mm}$),

Figure 7. Challenging mitral valve anatomy for percutaneous repair with leaflet approach: commissural large eccentric regurgitant jet originating from P3 prolapse (Column A) effectively treated with the implantation of three clips (Column B)
and endocarditic/rheumatic etiologies or multiple lesions in the context of Barlow disease. Suboptimal MV morphological criteria for performing the procedure are detailed in Table 1. Use of PASCAL (Edwards Lifesciences, USA), thanks to its structural central spacer, may represent a therapeutic option in challenging anatomies (large malcoaptation area, severe annular dilatation, large flail, or prolapse gaps).

The 3D rendering makes easier the identification of cleft-like indentations, congenital clefts, commissural gaps, and perforations that may represent contraindications to the procedure, but emerging experiences in this setting are promising [37].

Accurate description of the interatrial septum should be performed as the procedure requires a site-specific transseptal puncture in the postero-superior part of the fossa ovalis, 4-4.5 cm above the MV annulus. Indeed, the presence of a patent foramen ovale, a “floppy” septum, and a small fossa ovalis (FOV) predicts a challenging trans-septal puncture.

For degenerative mitral valve prolapse/flail, the number and identification of diseased segments should be evaluated. The analysis of 3D volumes by MPR can precisely localize [Figure 9] and provide measurement of extension of prolapse/flail (flail gap and flail width, respectively, are ideally < 10 mm and < 15 mm; a flail width > 10 mm or high flail gap may predict the need for multiple clips) and discriminate primary and secondary lesion, with the latter possibly left untreated if the principal lesion has been effectively addressed.

In the context of secondary MR, the degree of restriction of posterior leaflet and the degree and extension of coaptation gap (loss of systolic leaflet coaptation in the target zone, easily assessed by 3D en-face view from LA) should be systematically evaluated. Extension of MV remodeling may be quantified through

---

**Table 1. Challenging morphological criteria for percutaneous MV repair**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MVA between 3-4 cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PML length between 7-10 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commissural pathology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small cleft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of calcification outside the grasping zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small fossa ovalis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous MV plasty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MVA: mitral valve area; PML: posterior mitral leaflet; MV: mitral valve

---

**Figure 8.** Unsuitable mitral valve anatomy for percutaneous repair with leaflet approach: (A) simultaneous biplane image showing calcification of posterior leaflet in the potential grasping zone; and (B) 3D volume rendering of the mitral valve showing large cleft extending to the hinge point of the posterior leaflet.
measurement of coaptation depth (distance from the annular plane and the coaptation point, index of tethering) and coaptation length (index of coaptation reserve) that may be assessed in the potential grasping zone by MPR or derived from parametric color-coded maps. Moreover, as contemporary trials have shown, the decision to clip cannot be drawn before a comprehensive evaluation of ventricular dimension and function. Although a unifying, widely accepted explanation for contrasting results of MITRA-FR and COAPT trials has not yet been identified, corroborating evidence suggesting a lack of benefit from the procedure in patients with advanced heart failure is emerging: extreme left ventricular dilation and dysfunction\cite{38,39} and right ventricular dysfunction\cite{40} have been identified as predictors of poor prognosis. The complex interplay between LV geometry and mitral valve function should be taken into account during evaluation for mitral intervention, and EROA/LV end diastolic volume ratio has been proposed to translate it into a measurable variable in order to discriminate patients with features of proportionate or disproportionate MR, with only the latter having survival benefit from the procedure\cite{41}. However, concerns on this hypothesis have been raised, relying on accuracy of volume measurements in COAPT trial\cite{42} and highlighting the need for further studies with reliable quantitative measurements for MR and LV volumes by comprehensive multimodality imaging.

PREPROCEDURAL PLANNING FOR MITRAL VALVE ANNULOPLASTY

The rationale of surgical annular ring reduction in secondary MR is to improve leaflet apposition, and hence the coaptation reserve, and to prevent the further annular dilatation, without disrupting the mobility of the leaflets. This is achieved through the anterior translation of the posterior annulus, reducing the

Figure 9. Multiplanar reconstruction analysis of 3D dataset clearly localizing prolapse of the P2 segment and showing preserved leaflet coaptation in commissural segments
antero-posterior diameter either directly using the Cardioband (Edwards Lifesciences, California, USA) or indirectly with the Carillon device (Cardiac Dimensions, Washington, USA). Secondary MR responsive to annular reduction, according to Carpentier’s classification, are Type I (incomplete coaptation due to annular dilatation/deformation, mainly secondary to AF and diastolic dysfunction) and Type IIIb (leaflet tethering with low degree of MV remodeling).

Severe MAC is a contraindication for direct and indirect mitral annuloplasty since it impedes optimal anchoring and contracting of the devices. Surgical experience clearly provides predictors of recurrent MR after isolated undersized annuloplasty\[^4^3\] [Table 2]. Thus, patient selection is crucial, with ideal candidates being patients with limited leaflet tethering, as suggested by high rate of recurrent MR observed in randomized trials in surgically unselected series\[^4^4\].

Mitral annulus anatomy as well as relationship with circumflex artery and coronary sinus should be evaluated to assess procedural feasibility and predict procedural success and complications, taking into account the high anatomical variability\[^4^5\].

The preprocedural planning for direct annuloplasty includes the measurement of the circumference of the posterior MA (from the left to right trigones) at maximum opening of the MV as well as MA area, antero-posterior and medio-lateral diameters, and sphericity index (antero-posterior/mediolateral diameters ratio) obtained preferably by MDCT. MA may also be assessed using echocardiographic 3D dataset by MPR or with dedicated software. The annular thickening should also be measured (minimum desired value is 4 mm). MDCT is fundamental to assess the presence, degree, and localization of calcium in the annulus and its extension to the myocardium or leaflet. Noble structures with close relationship with the MA should always be evaluated during the preprocedural planning with dedicated reconstruction by MDCT such as the left circumflex artery (LCX) [Figure 5B], the coronary sinus, and the non-coronary and left coronary aortic cusps adjacent to the base of the anterior leaflet. A minimum distance of 2.5 mm from the patch of the anchor to the LCX is required to avoid lesion of the artery. Dedicated software based on MDCT can provide the expected intraprocedural fluoroscopic projections and the 3D preview of the final system position\[^3^2,4^6\].

The preprocedural planning of indirect mitral annuloplasty via the coronary sinus requires additional anatomical considerations [Figure 10]. Patency, diameter, tortuosity of the coronary venous system, location and extent of the Thebesian and Vieussens valves, and the spatial relationship of the coronary sinus with respect to the MA and LCX should be evaluated prior the procedure. Distance between the LCX and the coronary sinus must be measured to avoid the coronary impingement during traction of the device. Moreover, to ensure a correct transmission of tension to the annulus, the coronary sinus and MA should lie on the same horizontal plane, information easily obtained by MPR of MDCT dataset. It is quite common for the CS to be located superior to the MA level, thus leading to suboptimal annuloplasty result, because the chincing effect will affect the left atrial wall\[^4^7\].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Predictors of recurrent MR after isolated surgical MV undersized annuloplasty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left ventricular end-diastolic diameter &gt; 65 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal anterior mitral leaflet angle &gt; 25°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior mitral leaflet angle &gt; 45°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic tenting area &gt; 2.5 cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-systolic interpapillary muscle distance &gt; 20 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic sphericity index &gt; 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coaptation depth &gt; 10 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MV: mitral valve; MR: mitral regurgitation
Figure 10. CT preprocedural planning for indirect annuloplasty showing spatial relationship of the coronary sinus with respect to the mitral annulus plane and the LCX (yellow arrow) and CS (red asterisk). LCX: left circumflex artery; CS: coronary sinus.
Among imaging modalities, invasive venography is the gold standard for the assessment of coronary sinus anatomy; moreover, simultaneous coronary angiography allows assessment of the relation with the coronary arterial tree⁴⁸.

PREPROCEDURAL PLANNING FOR MITRAL CHORDAL IMPLANTATION

Transapical chordal implantation using the NeoChord DS1000 system (NeoChord, Inc., Minnesota, USA) or Harpoon (Edwards Lifescience, California, USA) is a minimally invasive MV repair procedure addressing the correction of isolated prolapse or flail of the posterior leaflet in patients without significant annular dilatation⁴⁹. The aims of the preprocedural assessment are: (1) ascertain that patients meet some
strict anatomical criteria (isolated prolapsed/flail of P2 with a central regurgitant jet); (2) absence of significant annular dilatation; (3) adequate length of the posterior leaflet compared to the antero-posterior MA diameter (ideally > 21%); (4) adequate coaptation leaflet reserve; (5) evaluation of MAC because this may cause shadowing and impaired visualization of the device; and (6) determination of the transapical access [50-52] [Figure 11].

Transthoracic echocardiography is frequently used to decide the optimal intercostal space and location for the mini-thoracotomy. MDCT permits the visualization of the anatomical relation between apex and chest wall and the definition of a trajectory for the device.

CONCLUSION

Transcatheter mitral valve interventions provide a new spectrum of therapeutic options for high-risk patients. Accurate patient selection and choice of the treatment strategy, either leaflet or annular approach, or combined, goes through a comprehensive preprocedural multimodality imaging evaluation aimed at the characterization of the functional anatomy of MR and its interplay with left ventricular geometry and function.
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